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 “CEO Qing, when did you get married, you didn’t even notify big sister me.” Nangong Xinyi said with a 

slight smile. For her to actually address herself as big sister, it seems like she wants to get into a good 

relationship with Qing Ya. 

Towards Nangong Xinyi, this action of hers was indeed very face-giving. However, Qing Ya had an 

indescribable feeling, she felt that it was like a disadvantage for her. Base on what should I call you big 

sister, what relationship do I even have with you? 

Ye Hua really wanted to drive away those two people, but he felt that it would be boring if he did that. 

He really wanted to see just how Qing Ya would handle this. Qing Ya has been with me for quite a few 

days already, she ought to have some changes. 

Furthermore, this woman actually dares to claim herself as Qing Ya’s big sister, did this woman ate the 

heart of a bear or the gall of a leopard! 

If it was placed in a month ago, Qing Ya would grab onto an opportunity like this. However, right now, 

she totally did not have this kind of thinking at all. Taking a look at Ye Hua, Qing Ya thought to herself, 

“Have I been brainwashed by Ye Hua?” 

“Madam Xiao, me and Ye Hua did not set up any wedding banquet.” Qing Ya gave a courteous smile to 

Nangong Xinyi. 

Both Xiao Yi and Nangong Xinyi slightly wrinkled their brows. This woman is not particularly giving any 

face to us eh, this woman has some personality. 

Both Xiao Yi and Nangong Xinyi were used to it already. This kind of woman is nothing special, always 

trying to use this kind of method to attract others’ attention. 

“CEO Qing, I will be holding a banquet tomorrow night, I hope that you will show me some face and 

come.” Nangong Xinyi changed her gentle tone and invited with a business-like tone. 

Qing Ya nodded her head and did not reject, “Alright.” 

“Xinyi, let’s go, it’s stuffy here.” Xiao Yi said faintly, seemingly not very happy. 

“I will see you tomorrow then.” 

Both of them entered into the Rolls-Royce which they parked outside of the shop, and Xiao Yi held onto 

his wife’s waist and asked in displease, “That woman didn’t even give us any face at all, why did you 

even bother inviting her to the banquet for?” 

Nangong Xinyi said gently, “I invited her precisely because she did not give us any face. Although it is just 

a small banquet, the people that will be coming to the banquet, aren’t most of them coming with the 

intention to curry favor with you?” 
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After listening, Xiao Yi laughed out and raised his wife’s chin with his finger, “Seems like you are more 

petty than me.” 

“Do you only know that now? To finally be able to come out alone with you, you have to do your utmost 

best tonight okay~” 

“I guarantee that I will accomplish the daily task and let you feel like you are in heaven.” 

…… 

Within the restaurant, Qing Yutong burped out very unladylike, “Big sister, the renowned Xiao Family’s 

madam wanted to claim herself as your big sister and be sisters with you, and yet you didn’t even give 

any face at all.” 

Ye Hua stood up and said indifferently, “Why do Qing Ya need to give that woman face, Qing Ya did a 

very good job just now, Yutong, you should properly learn from your big sister.” 

Qing Ya laughed out complacently after hearing Ye Hua’s praise, but after laughing, she immediately 

became clear-headed. What am I laughing out for, it seemed as if I was a wife who was very happy to 

get praised. This scoundrel is messing around with me again. 

“Your Honor, should I go and eliminate the two from just now?” Wei Chang spoke to Ye Hua through 

magic. People like those two who dare to be disrespectful to His Honor should all live in hell. 

“Wei Chang oh Wei Chang, and I originally wanted to praise you for your performance just now. Don’t 

always be thinking about killing, you have to be more human-like. A salted fish will always be a salted 

fish, even if they are able to become successful, they are still a salted fish, do you understand?” 

“Subordinate was ignorant.” 

“Seems like I shouldn’t have ordered you to go and eliminate that Hitman Organization. During this 

period of time, properly go and ponder over just what is the true meaning of humanity.” 

“Your Honor is wise, we will only be able to see your back and have no hope of catching up.” 

“You can go back first.” 

“Yes!” 

After the two of them finished conversing secretly, Wei Chang said respectfully, “Boss, I will leave first.” 

“En.” Ye Hua reacted faintly. 

Tang Wei seemed to have something that she wants to say, and in the end, she mustered up her 

courage and said, “Boss, I think that the chance to take on the position of the manager should be given 

to someone else.” 

Ye Hua wrinkled his brows, and Wei Chang thought to himself, “This is bad, Xiao Tang ah, don’t try to 

anger His Honor anymore.” 



“There is still a month till my school reopens and I will have to start going to school again. So, I thought 

about it for a bit just now. When the school reopens, I will have to mainly focus on studying during the 

day, therefore, it will be enough for me to just work during the night.” 

“Your choice.” Ye Hua said lightly and rejected Jiu Ye’s request to send him home, then brought his wife 

and sister-in-law and walked out of the restaurant. In the end, the bill for this meal was excused. 

Counting the amount of money that was needed to pay for the bill, it is enough for me to buy a lot of 

crayfish. 

Within the shop, as Jiu Ye watched those big bosses leave the shop, he slightly breathed a sigh of relief. 

In the future, I hope I don’t ever meet this boss ever again. 
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 “Uncle Wei, wait for me for a bit, I will go and change my clothes first.” Tang Wei revealed out an 

adorable smile, seemingly just like a little bird that obtained freedom. 

Wei Chang nodded his head, and after waiting for a short while, Tang Wei who had changed her clothes 

could be seen walking over to Wei Chang. Actually, Tang Wei’s appearance was pretty good. A standard 

classical beautiful woman, spotlessly white and faultless goose egg face, pairing with that tall and 

slender figure, no matter where she walked to, she would still be a beautiful scenery to look at. As 

expected of a school belle. It could only be blamed that Ye Hua’s standards were too high. 

While wearing a white dress, it added a fairy-like temperament to her. However, Wei Chang did not 

even have the slightest bit of reaction at all. No choice, Wei Chang had no interest in women at all and 

was only interested in eating humans. If it was Lie Gu who was in Wei Chang’s position right now, Lie Gu 

would definitely seize the opportunity to get Tang Wei. 

“Uncle Wei, you still haven’t eaten right? I will treat you to a meal.” While holding onto a cheap purse, 

Tang Wei said with a lovable smile. 

Wei Chang said, “There is no need for that Xiao Tang, I have already bought ingredients back home just 

now, I intend to prepare the meal myself later on.” 

“Really? Uncle Wei, it’s not that I am not boasting, but the food that I cook is really delicious.” 

“Alright then, thank you Xiao Tang.” Wei Chang smiled. Wei Chang didn’t have other intentions at all 

when accepting Tang Wei’s offer. However, Tang Wei, on the other hand, seemed very shy and decided 

that she would take the chance to properly understand her Uncle Wei. 

When they arrive at Wei Chang’s rented apartment, Tang Wei discovered that her Uncle Wei was 

actually living alone, and the house was very clean, with not even a speck of dust that could be seen. 

Once again, she expresses her admiration towards Wei Chang in her heart and decided that she will 

come over often to cook for her Uncle Wei. 

Wei Chang was totally oblivious to the fact that he was being eyed by a small beautiful woman. But, it 

must be said that Tang Wei’s courage was very big, to even dare to try to get close to Wei Chang. It must 

be known that, within the Seven Sins, aside from Lie Gu, the other five all chose to keep away from Wei 
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Chang, mainly because Wei Chang this fellow was simply one-track minded to the maximum, and was 

very difficult to communicate with. Luckily, during those five years, Wei Chang had changed somewhat. 

…… 

Returning back to Leisure Bar, Qing Ya went to the bedroom to take a nap for a bit, and Ye Hua did not 

went to disturb Qing Ya, and instead came to the office to watch cartoon. Nurturing humanity was a 

very important thing. 

Qing Yutong washed her make-up off and continued on cleaning the storage room. After all, there is still 

going to be a month until I move out, and I need my own private space. After finally finish cleaning up 

with great difficulty, Qing Yutong wiped the sweat on her forehead and muttered to herself, “This 

brother-in-law of mine truly does not know how to care for his sister-in-law, to not even bother coming 

to help me out.” 

Pushing open the office door, a sound suddenly rang out from the office and caused Qing Yutong to 

become dazed. 

“Ruyi, Ruyi, follow my feelings~” 

Qing Yutong looked at the Calabash Brothers that was playing on the television in a daze, then looked 

towards her brother-in-law who was watching the Calabash Brothers with a serious look on his face. 

What Qing Yutong just witnessed had totally destroyed her three views. He is such a big person already, 

and he is still watching cartoon. 

“Brother-in-law~” Qing Yutong shouted out lovably. 

If it was someone else, Ye Hua would have given the person a slap without any mercy. Unfortunately, 

the person who called out to him was his sister-in-law. 

“En.” Ye Hua responded faintly. 

Qing Yutong sat onto Ye Hua’s side, then picked up the remote control and straightforwardly changed 

the program, “Brother-in-law, why are you still this childish, let me introduce to you a much better show 

which I am currently watching every day~” 

Ye Hua resisted his urge of wanting to slap this sister-in-law of his. To actually dare to change the 

program without my permission! Even Qing Ya wouldn’t dare to do this! 

“There, watch this, this program is super nice to watch~” Qing Yutong changed to a new program, then 

crossed her long slender legs and said with a face full of expectation. 

“Happy Goat, Beautiful Goat, Lazy Goat, Boil Goat…” 


